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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, JEREMIAH D. BURNS, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Wash= 
ington, District of Columbia, have invented 

5 certain new and useful Improvements in But= 
tons; and I do hereby declare the following 
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the 
invention, such as will enable others skilled 
in the art to which it appertains to make and 

10 use the same. _ 
This invention relates to an improvement 

in buttons,- and especially to that class of but 
tons which are made from a single piece of 
material and pierced with holes through which 

15 sewing-thread may be passed for attaching 
the button upon one surface of a garment. 
Heretofore the thread-holes in such buttons 
have been so arranged relatively and in prox 
imity to each other that the thread used to 

Q0 obtain a fastening has been stitched in a 
manner from one to the other to ride across 
or extend between the respective holes either 
in intersecting or overlapping cross - bar 
stitches, thereby rendering it difficult to per 

é5 ceive at a glance whether or not the proper 
number of stitches have been taken to se 
curely fasten said button to the garment. 
The object of my invention is to overcome 

this and to provide an improved mode and 
30 means of fastening; and to this end my in 

vention consists in an article of manufacture 
of a button provided with a central or focal 
hole and a series of oppositely-arranged holes 
that are either regularly or irregularly placed, 

3 5 whereby the thread-strands employed in sew 
ing the button to the garment are arranged 
to proceed in separation to said central or 
focal hole-41. e., to converge toward or di 
verge from said focal hole in a manner to 

40 hold the strands in separation and to provide 
at their junction in said central hole a nu 
cleus or cable of thread material that anchors 
the button to the cloth material of the gar 
ment at that point. 
In the accompanying drawings,Fig-ure 1 rep 

resents a top plan view of a button, showing 
it applied, while Fig. 2 is a view in side ele 
vation. Fig. 3 shows the button unattached 
in plan view. ‘ 
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Like letters of reference indicate like parts 
in the several ?gures. - 

7 Referring to the ?gures by reference-letter, 
B represents the body of the button, which 
is shown as being made of one .piece that is 
struck up from metal or turned or cut from 
other material to the particular pattern‘ re; ~ 
quired, which in this instance is shown as 
preferably having a depressed concaved cene 
tral portion B’ and an annular rim 0. 
The button is shown as being pierced with 

in its central portion by a number of holes, 
which are arranged as followsi I 
D represents a central focal or gathering 

hole, while D’ indicates a series of correspond= 
ing but smaller holes that are arranged ope 
posite or about the central hole either regu-' 
larly or irregularly and which vare preferably 
of a size to accommodate a single thread and 
equal collectively or in aggregate the area of 
the focal or central hole D. Sewing-thread 
may be passed by the needle first through one 
of said smaller holes and from thence through 
the central hole or opening in order to obtain 
one fastening-stitch d, and so on successive 
stitches may be taken, respectively,from each 
of the smaller holes to the central hole until 
every hole of the smaller series has been pene~ 
trated by a fastening-thread, thereby form 
ing a series of separated strands or stitches 
that terminate in one central cable 0’, as 
shown. 
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Having described my invention, what I de- y 
sire to claim as new and useful is 

1. Abutton having securing-openings there 
in that comprise a central or focal hole, and 
a plurality of oppositely-arranged holes, sub 
stantially as described. 

2. A button having securing-openings that 
comprise one focal opening and a group of 
concentrically - arranged holes or securing 
means. ~ 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature 
in presence of two witnesses. 

JEREMIAH D. BURNS. 

Witnesses: 
O. A. NEALE, 
B. TINGE. 
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